
BELGIUMWORLDWIDE



“IT’S THE WEIRD 
PERSPECTIVES,  
CRAZY IDEAS  
AND REBELLIOUS  
SOULS OF YOUNG  
CREATIVE MINDS 
that will form the future of the 
creative industry.”



Please allow us to introduce ourselves:

Isabelle CuykxDorien Van AntwerpenEline Goethals

Cato Decoster

Yannick De Haes

Arjen Tarras



Whilst studying or in the first year of their career, 
young talent might not get the briefings they desire. 
YoungDogs gives young creative talent a headstart.

WE CONNECT FRESH IDEAS 
FROM YOUNG CREATIVES 
TO GREAT COMPANIES AND 
ORGANIZATIONS.





We connect brands and young talent through 
pitches, because we believe our doggies can help 
shape these brands in a tremendous way. Not only 
do they get to know the process of a real pitch, the 
winners will also be rewarded with the ultimate 
creative experience: a pass for The Cannes Lions 
Festival of Creativity.

WE ORGANISE PITCHES.  
REAL ASSIGNMENTS FOR 
AWESOME BRANDS.



STEP 1.

STEP 2.

Together with the YoungDogs board (strategists) 
you select the challenge you want to tackle 
together, and translate it into an inspiring 
briefing. This can be anything: a mobile 
activation, a B2B self promotion campaign, a 
radio ad, …

The briefing is presented to the entire 
YoungDogs database. These are advertising 
students, as well as junior creative teams at 
famous Belgian agencies like DDB, Duval 
Guillaume, mortierbrigade, Publicis, LDV United, 
Happiness, Leo Burnett, FamousGrey, These 
Days, Air…
Young dogs get 2 weeks to submit their best 
ideas.



Jury time! Together with the YoungDogs board, 
and 2 or 3 respected Creative Directors, you’ll  
judge all the ideas that have been submitted. The 
team with the golden idea will join YoungDogs 
Belgium to the Cannes Lions Festival of 
Creativity in June.
The announcement of the winners is organised 
shortly after. 

STEP 3.



WHAT`S IN IT 
FOR YOU?

- A unique opportunity to connect with a young target 
audience with a wet nose for trends, digital, mobile and 
social media.

- Get a glimpse of how young Belgians look at your brand. 

- A huge amount of fresh ideas on a chosen challenge for 
your brand (average of 100 submissions). All ideas are 
yours. 

- Visibility on the YoungDogs events, website, social media 
and mentions in our marcom press releases 

- And last but not least, you are providing these young dogs 
the best opportunity to launch their career in advertising.



WHAT DOES 
IT COST?

The price tag of a YoungDogs pitch is €6500. 

This covers:

- The organisation of the entire pitch process with 
different contact moments
- The briefing night
- The jury
- The winners announcement

- The expenses to reward the winning team with a 
Cannes Lions experience
- Entrance pass for the festival
- Transportation
- Full week accommodation 



Two of the submitted ideas for the Colruyt pitch 
were rolled out. The ‘mijlpaalkaartjes’ and the 
‘proefboxen’ were launched as part of Colruyt’s 
#BabyAanBoord program. Super proud.

THE PROOF IS IN THE 
PUDDING.



PREVIOUS 
BRANDS
Real assignments 
for awesome brands.



IS YOURS NEXT?
Get a place in our hall of 
awesome and brave brands that 
gave +400 young creatives the 
chance of a lifetime. 

 Throw us a bone! 

?



WORLDWIDEBELGIUM

with the help of our friends


